
With future challenges facing global trade, terminals need to be able to reduce friction within the 
terminal to maximize profits. While reporting can help you see overall trends, terminal managers 
need a way to identify problem areas in the terminal in real time, so that they can make quick 
decisions to improve productivity. 

OpsView is a mobile application with real-time KPI dashboards for monitoring terminal operations, 
enabling terminal managers, shift managers, and supervisors to identify potential bottlenecks so 
that they can take corrective actions quickly.  The next gen OpsView application uses Microsoft 
Power BI as the visualization tool and it includes intuitive dashboards for Waterside, Gate, and 
Yard, enabling users to quickly spot key metrics, such as Vessel Target, Long hook, GMPH, 
PMPH, truck turn time, and yard utilization. And as a part of the Navis Smart suite of applications, 
OpsView is decoupled from the N4 and Master Terminal TOS, which means it can be installed and 
upgraded independent of the TOS. Also, it’s easily deployable on the cloud, which means lower 
maintenance costs. 

For more information, visit www.navis.com
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Which Gets You
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Rich Real-Time Data 
The OpsView dashboards provide easy-to-scan visualizations of performance in different parts 
of the terminal, with problem spots highlighted to grab your attention.

Easy Deployment 
As long as your terminal is on N4 3.6 or later / Master Terminal 862.080 or later, you don’t need 
to upgrade to get new OpsView features. OpsView updates are easy to download and install.

Lower Maintenance Costs 
If you deploy OpsView in the Cloud, your maintenance overhead costs are negligible, and 
infrastructure can scale on demand.   

Technical Requirements

 ▪ Navis N4 3.6 and later
 ▪ Master Terminal 862.080 and later
 ▪ Android version 5 or above (Android Lollipop or above) 

Available by monthly subscription (includes M&S).


